[Changes of Alpha Cortical Potentials Spatial Synchronization on Value Go/NoGo Stimuli].
At healthy people (n = 35) on model of the cognitive set on an angry face is shown: introduction of positive and negative coordinated stimuli Go/NoGo in the inter-stimuli interval can change considerably the top-down positive and negative influences of prefrontal cortex on the cortical areas participating in a visual perception and by that to influence plasticity of the set. The cortical topography of the top-down influences in response to NoGo is determined by local changes of power of fluctuations of potentials in alpha rhythm range. Changes of spatial synchronization of alpha potentials occurs only in their low-frequency range, depending on the level of plasticity of the set. At its rigid forms coherent communications between prefrontal and other cortical zones it is obviously more expressed in the left hemisphere. Apparently at rigid forms of cognitive activity left-side cortical activation with more essential involvement of speech, semantic functions, plays the compensating role.